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Erik C. Brechnitz (N)

Biographical Information

If you’re elected, what will be your top two priorities for the city, and what actions will
you take to address them within your first six months in office? (Your response may
expand on another answer or relate to a new topic)

What measures should the city take to improve water quality in Marco Island’s
canals?

How will you work to address the lack of affordable workforce housing in Marco
Island?

How will you work to improve neighborhood safety and the overall quality of life for
the residents of Marco Island, especially youth and families?

Campaign Website
http://erikfotmarco.com

Background University of Missouri BA Economics, USAirforce veteran, investment
professional

Erik C. Brechnitz:
1. Water quality 2. Controlling density and intensity

Erik C. Brechnitz:
Construct tide flushing structures so that tidal flow can more easily flush our canals. This
was in the original Mackle brothers plan, but was never completed.. Begin a pilot aeration
program to see if we can get higher oxygen levels in our canal water. Continue an
aggressive testing program both onshore and offshore.

Erik C. Brechnitz:
Marco Island is close to buildout so there is little opportunity for impactful projects on the
island. Work with Collier County to develop housing close by, We are a small government
and probably would get more bang for our buck by partnering with Collier County and
their affordable housing initiatives.

http://erikfotmarco.com/
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What measures should the City take to address flooding and potential loss of
property and life caused by tides (i.e., king tide/sunny day flooding), storms, and
rising sea level?

Select this Candidate
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Erik C. Brechnitz:
Marco Island is extremely safe. In 2021 we only had 36 crimes that rose above the level of
a misdemeanor. We are the third safest cityin Florida and have often been the safest city.
In terms of quality of life, we are trying to develop an intelligent traffic system to move
traffic on and off the island in a much more efficient manner in order to impact the quality
of life for our citizens.

Erik C. Brechnitz:
In so far as tidle surges are concerned, there is very little the city can do except partner
with the Corps of Engineers to partipate in their hardening master plan for Collier County.
They have proposed spending over $1 billion in Collier county. The city has been working
tirelessly to improve our storm water drainage system. Improving our swale system to
catch more water so it does not flow dir
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